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Abstract
Flexible wearable electronic sensors have attracted immense interest in human motion detection, body
temperature monitoring and personal healthcare monitoring. However, most of reported sensors cannot
integrate multifunctional applications at the same time though they own excellent single achievement of
strain sensing or humidity sensing. Herein, we fabricate a multifunctional rubber-based �exible sensor
(MRFS) with responses to infrared, temperature, humidity and strain. The sensor owns a superior strength
(5.66 MPa), high stretchability (367%), high temperature coe�cient of resistance (2.046%/℃) and high
photothermal conversion e�ciency (78.6%). For the sensing applications, it shows a rapid sensing of
only 0.5 s for the temperature and humidity changes as well as a sensitive response to low-powered near
infrared of 0.14 W/cm2, body temperature change from 33.6 to 35.6 ℃, and small amount of moisture on
human skin. Moreover, the MRFS shows a considerable strain sensing for human joint motion and an
antibacterial property.

1. Introduction
Skin, the largest organ on the human surface, plays a pivotal role in the daily interaction with the
environment. It not only protects internal tissues from the invasion of harmful bacteria and virus, but also
can feel the sun light, temperature, humidity and pressure, making us comprehend the world better.1 In
recent years, it has been great interesting in designing and fabricating multifunctional sensors to replace
the skin sensing so that the sensors can be used for the organ of biomimetic robot. These sensor devices
have a promising application in a wide range of physical condition sensing, personal motion detection,
�exible electronic screen and living environment monitoring.2 To meet the requirements of these
applications, the sensor devices are required to be �exible and stretchable possibly. As a result, there has
been considerable effort in developing various �exible materials to achieve sensor devices for monitoring
temperature, humidity, strain, pressure, and so on in the past few years. Rubber, a �exible and elastic
material with the advantages of low cost and easy processing, has been widely used in all aspects of our
life since the last century.3 Nowadays, it seems to be an appropriate material served as the sensor’s
matrix to endow the sensor with �exibility. To achieve this goal, incorporation of conductive �ller into
rubber, such as carbon nanotubes (CNT)4, graphene5 and metal6, is an effective method to form a
successive conductive pathway, converting external stimuli into accurate electrical signals. For example,
Lin et al. prepared a carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber (XSBR)/CNT �exible sensor which owned a
low detection limit of 1% and high sensitivity with a gauge factor up to 25.987. The rubber-based strain
sensor had sensitive response to low strain (smile and breathing) as well as high strain (human motion).
Liu et al. developed a ZnCl-decorated epoxidized natural rubber (ENR)/CNT strain sensor with a self-
healing ability, which can detect multiple tiny signals, such as coughing, pronunciation, and deep
breathing8.On balance, the strain sensing is most general application for rubber-based sensors due to its
�exible and stretchable properties. Therefore, realization of multifunctional application in rubber-based
sensors is a crucial challenge due to the rapid development of arti�cial intelligence technology.
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Compounding with other functional materials is simple and effective method to obtain multifunctional
applications for rubber-based sensor9. At the background that concept of sustainable development has
been be deeply rooted among the people, natural polymer is a potential candidate for multifunctional
sensor designing. Especially, the natural polymer containing larger amount of hydroxyl groups is
hydrophilic, which can catch water molecule by hydrogen bounding and thus improve water diffusion10.
For example, Li et al. developed a humidity/infrared-sensitive intelligent actuator by self-assembled
cellulose nanocrystals �lm and polyurethane (PU) substrate with synergistic structural color changes11.
Under the humidity environment, the color of intelligent actuator could achieve a way of color-changing
from blue to brown at t= 9 s; conversely, the color returned to blue at t= 104 s. Yao et al. prepared chiral
nematic nanocrystal/poly(ethylene glycol) composites which could change the color in different
humidity12. As relative humidity (RH) increased gradually from 50%, 75%, 85%, 90%, 95–100%, the
composites underwnent a series of change from green, olive, brown, orange, dark-red to transparent,
respectively, taking a few seconds (t< 10 s) in every humidity change. Therefore, it is an appropriate
component for rubber-based sensor to endow sensor with humidity response. However, the prepared
materials still cannot be effectively conducting under a low relative humidity (RH) due to the weak
conductivity of natural polymer, limiting further application of rubber-based sensor2, 13. Incorporation of
conductive �ller, such as carbon nanotubes, graphene and metal, is an effective method to improve the
conductivity under a low RH, assistance with respond to external stimuli14. Especially, during rubber latex
�lm-formation process, a primitive successive pathway is self-assembly by two-dimensional conductive
�ller (e.g. WS2 nanosheet15, Ti3C2 MXenes9, 16, graphene17) based on the volume exclusion effect of
rubber particles. For example, Guo et al. used two-dimensional Ti3C2 MXenes and epoxidized natural

rubber (ENR) latex to prepare self-healable elastomer for intelligent sensing16. Therefore, combination of
conductive �ller and natural polymer enables the rubber-based sensor to achieve strain and humidity
sensing simultaneously.

Metal nanoparticles (e.g. Ag, Au nanoparticles) are frequently used for conductive �llers as well as
signi�cant applications in photothermal conversion18. Differing from common heating method, the heat
of metal nanoparticles can be localized in a submicrometer size by the photothermal conversion, which
arouses intense interest in practical applications. Cao et al. fabricated a tannic acid antibacterial hydrogel
with photothermal enhanced anti-infective therapy by incorporation of Ag nanoparticles (Ag NPs)19. Upon
infrared illumination, the hydrogel exhibited a stronger anti-infective behavior on the mice’s wound, which
completely healed and became smooth in 7 days compared with control groups. Nie et al. added the Ag
NPs into cotton textiles to obtain a self-disinfecting function by light-driven20. Under 532-nm light
illumination, the bacteria can be effectively eliminated. Despite brilliant achievements, little effort in
photothermal sensor was reported by incorporation Ag NPs so far.

Based on the above understanding, in this paper, we aimed to fabricate a multifunctional rubber-based
sensor (MRFS) with multiple responses to infrared, temperature, humidity and strain by using XSBR latex,
carboxymethyl starch sodium (CMS) and AgNO3. Firstly, the aldehyde-modi�ed carboxymethyl starch
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sodium (ACMS) with a humidity response was prepared. Bene�ting from the �exible and elastic matrix,
ACMS effectively overcame the disadvantage, e.g. brittleness and a low elongation at break (ε < 10%).
Then it served as reducing agent to prepare the Ag NPs and Ag nano�akes (Ag NFs). During latex �lm-
formation process, Ag NPs were uniformly dispersed in the rubber matrix; meanwhile, a successive leaf-
vein-like Ag network was formed by the two-dimensional Ag NFs stacking based on the volume exclusion
effect of rubber particles. The Ag NPs had the function of photothermal effect; simultaneously the
successive Ag NFs improved the conductivity of the MRFS due to the formation of conductive pathway.
Under infrared irradiation, the resistance and temperature of MRFS changed rapidly. Based on these
performances, infrared proximity sensor and temperature sensor were fabricated to sense the human
proximity and monitor body temperature. Additionally, owing to the hydrophilicity of ACMS, the MRFS
exhibited an ability of humidity sensing so that a respiratory detection device was designed. Furthermore,
bene�ting from the elastic matrix, the MRFS can also be used for strain sensing. Finally, similarly with
human skin, as a wearable and �exible sensor, MRFS shows an effective antibacterial property to protect
internal tissues from the invasion of harmful bacteria owing to the antibacterial activity of nanosilver.

2. Results And Discussion

2.1 Structure and properties of MRFS
The Experimental section containing Materials, Preparation and Characterization is provided in
Supporting Information. The synthesis and characterization of ACMS is shown in Figure S1 to S5
(Supporting Information). To better understand the fabrication of MRFS, we conducted a preliminary
experiment to prepare XSBR/CMS �lms without nanosilver. The details of the preparation, structure and
properties of XSBR/CMS �lms please �nd in Supporting Information (Figure S6 to S9). As for the
fabrication of MRFS, the ACMS containing aldehyde groups serve as reducing agent for preparation of Ag
NPs and Ag NFs. The preparation method of Ag NPs and Ag NFs solution are displayed in Supporting
Information. Once the [Ag(NH3)2]+ solution was added dropwise into the ACMS solution, the colorless
ACMS solution changed into yellow immediately, indicating the formation of nanosilver, as shown in
Figure 1a. The reaction mechanism between ACMS and [Ag(NH3)2]+ is shown in Figure S10 (Supporting
Information). In the UV-Vis spectra, a new absorption peak appears at 413 nm belongs to nanosilver,
showing that the reduction reaction occurred successfully21. The XRD pattern of XSBR/ACMS �lm with 5
wt% nanosilver shows characteristic diffraction peaks of Ag at 38.2°, 44.4°, 64.7°, 77.7° and 81.0° (Figure
S11, Supporting Information), which corresponds to the re�ection planes of Ag (111), (200), (220), (311)
and (222), respectively22. Furthermore, after the reaction between ACMS and [Ag(NH3)2]+, a new peak

appears at 1643 cm−1 in the FTIR spectra (Figure S12, Supporting Information), which is attributed to the
asymmetric stretching vibration of carboxylate since that the aldehyde groups are transformed into
carboxyl groups after the reaction23. In our strategy, the polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) was used to control
the morphologies of reductive nanosilver, namely Ag NPs or Ag NFs24. It is well known that PVP is a
common protective agent in the preparation of Ag NPs, which effectively prevents the reductive Ag NPs
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from agglomeration. As a result, with PVP, Ag NPs is the main product in our �lms, and only Ag NPs can
be found on the cryo-fractured surface of the XSBR/ACMS �lm with 15 wt% Ag (Figure 1b). Contrariwise,
the reductive nanosilver grows into Ag NFs with thickness of about 40 nm under action of ACMS without
PVP, which is con�rmed from the SEM image in Figure 1c. The above successful morphology control of
reductive nanosilver in the �lm is the key to photothermal conversion and conductivity improvement of
MRFS.

Figure 1d illustrates the preparation process of MRFS, and the details of preparation please �nd in
Supporting Information. Ag NPs and Ag NFs with 30 wt% content are pre-prepared in ACMS solution
with/or without PVP, respectively. Then, the Ag NPs/ACMS and Ag NFs/ACMS solution with the same
content of nanosilver are mixed with XSBR latex together. During the �lm-forming process, Ag NPs and
Ag NFs are unable to enter the inside of latex particles. They are thus dispersed in the interstitial space
between latex particles. With the continuous water evaporation, the activity space for the Ag NP and Ag
NFs is limited further25. Especially for the Ag NFs at a higher content of 20-30 wt%, the reduction of the
interstitial volume forces the Ag NFs stacking spontaneously. Subsequently, the latex particles are close-
packed and slowly deform under the capillary force which originates from reduced interstitial “channels”
by water transfer to the surface for evaporation26. Meanwhile, the Ag NFs and Ag NPs are con�ned
absolutely in the interstices of the coagulated XSBR particles. As a result, bene�ting from the volume
exclusion effect27, a “leaf-veins-like” network is formed by the two-dimensional Ag NFs stacking (Figure
1e). Similar results have been reported by Zhang et al. They developed ultrathin two-dimensional WS2

15,

CNT8 and Ti3C2 MXenes16 to construct segregated network structure by the similar �lm-forming process.
When the size of two-dimensional �ller is close to that of latex particles, the particles will be separated by
the �ller one by one. However, in our system, because abundant Ag+ is reduced, the size of Ag NFs is too
larger (with an average length of > 9.7 µm) to separate the XSBR particles (average size at ~ 200 nm) one
by one. As a result, a “leaf-vein-like” network, differing to the segregated network structure reported by
Zhang et al., is constructed as conductive pathway in the rubber matrix, improving the conductivity of
MRFS. At the same time, the XSBR matrix endows the MRFS with excellent �exibility that it can be
distorted, stretched and bended (Figure 1d). The details of the leaf-vein-like structure can be observed in
Figure 1f~ h. The SEM image with low magni�cation (2600 ×) (Figure 1e) shows that the leaf-vein-like
structure is throughout the whole rubber �lm. Meanwhile, a great number of particles with a size of about
250 nm is dispersed uniformly in the space separated by Ag NFs “veins” (Figure 1g and 1h)28, which was
con�rmed as Ag NPs (Figure S13, S14, S15 and Table S1, Supporting Information). Similar structure also
can be found in the MRFS-25 (Figure S16, Supporting Information). The magni�ed view in Figure 1h
(20000 ×) strongly con�rms that the nanosilver “veins” are composed of stacked Ag NFs (white dash
line). The equilibrium swelling experiment of MRFS provided additional information about the formation
of Ag NFs leaf-vein-like networks. The swelling ratio of MRFS (Figure S17, Supporting Information)
decreased from 396% of MRFS-5 to 297% of MRFS-30 due to the restriction effect of leaf-vein-like
networks on the XSBR matrix. In addition, the morphologies of MRFS-5, 10 and 20 are also shown in
Figure S18 (Supporting Information), which con�rms the morphological evolution of reduced nanosilver
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from Ag NFs and to leaf-vein-like structure. The �ne dispersion of ACMS was discussed in Figure S19
(Supporting Information), which endows the MRFS with a high sensitivity to the moisture in the air (will
be discussed below).

The hydrophilicity of MRFS was evaluated by the contact angle with deionized water29. Figure 2a shows
that the contact angle decreases from 45.9° of the MRFS-5 to 17.9° of the MRFS-30. It should be
mentioned that the content of ACMS is identical in all the samples of MRFS (20 wt%). Therefore, the more
content of nanosilver with high surface energy in MRFS should be a reason for the decreased contact
angle. Especially, the contact angle sharply decreases from 36.6° of the MRFS-20 to 17.9° of the MRFS-
30, which suggests that the formation of successive Ag NFs network further improves the hydrophilicity
of MRFS, being advantageous to humidity sensing. The evolution of water content for samples tested
under 75% RH as a function of time is shown in Figure 2b10. The water content for all of the samples
increases until achieves an equilibrium state. In the �rst 10 min, the water content is almost identical for
all samples, predominantly because the ACMS with the same content play a main role at the beginning of
water absorption. For all of the samples, with the nanosilver content increasing, the water content
increases accordingly. For example, it increases form 2.8% of the MRFS-5 to 20.2% of the MRFS-30 at
430 min, attributing to the high surface energy of more nanosilver. In summary, ACMS and nanosilver
play pivotal roles in the hydrophilicity improvement.

Typical stress-strain curves of MRFS tested at 70% ambient RH are plotted in Figure 2c. Contrary to
general nanocomposites, the mechanical properties are not improved by nanosilver, and the samples
have instead weaker mechanical properties30. With increasing content of Ag, the tensile strength
decreases from 7.98 MPa of the MRFS-5 to 5.66 MPa of the MRFS-30. Correspondingly, the Young’s
modulus decreases from 37.76 MPa to 9.30 MPa (Figure 2d). Combined with the foregoing results, the
ambient moisture is absorbed rapidly by the MRFS and then diffuses into the inside of the samples,
serving as plasticizer in the materials31. In addition, for the sample of MRFS-30, the weakened
mechanical properties are more obvious with the extension of time at an ambient humidity as shown in
Figure 2e. Only 4 min at the 70% RH, the tensile strength and elongation at break sharply decreases from
5.66 MPa and 367% to 3.65 MPa and 310%, respectively, due to the excellent water adsorption.
Conversely, there is little change in mechanical properties for the MRFS-10 with time (Figure S20,
Supporting Information). Although the MRFS-30 shows the weakened mechanical properties, the tensile
strength and elongation at break still maintain > 3.5 MPa and > 300%, respectively, which is competent
for most practical applications as �exible sensing device32.

Figure 2f shows the conductivity of MRFS as a function of nanosilver content at ambient RH (~ 70%).
The neat XSBR and MRFS-5 show a much low conductivity of 10−11 S/m and 10−8 S/m, respectively.
When the nanosilver content increases to 10 wt%, the conductivity of MRFS-10 increases sharply from
10−8 S/m up to 10−4 S/m. The conductivity further increases to 0.010 S/m for the MRFS-20. It is well
known that the conductive �ller can form a network leading to a sudden rise of the conductivity for the
composites at a certain loading which is known as the percolation threshold (Φc). Φc can be expressed as
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follows, σc = σf [(Φ- Φc)/(1- Φc)]t, where σc, σf, Φ and t are conductivity of samples, conductivity of the �ller,
content of �ller and critical exponent, respectively. According to the equation, Φc is calculated to be 9.97
wt% which is close to the nanosilver content in the MRFS-10. Consistent with the calculation results, the
insets of Figure 2f shows the obvious conductivity in MRFS-10. The low percolation threshold is
attributed to the formation of Ag NFs (Figure S18b) connected with Ag NPs to form conductive
pathways33. As expected, the MRFS-30 shows the highest conductivity of 0.0550 S/m due to the
formation of “leaf-vein-like” conductive pathway at higher nanosilver content. Therefore, MRFS-30 was
selected as the most suitable candidate to fabricate the sensor because of the best conductivity and
outstanding hydrophilicity.

2.2 Infrared and temperature sensing of MRFS based on the
photothermal effect
Bene�ting from the Ag NPs, the MRFS exhibits obvious photothermal effect34. The MRFS-30 shows a
high selectivity to the near infrared (NIR) irradiation with wavelength at 808 nm and its resistance
decreased rapidly once being irradiated by a NIR with 808 nm wavelength (Movie S1, Supporting
Information). The ultraviolet and natural light have no effect on the MRFS-30. Figure 3a shows the
resistance changes of the MRFS-30 which is irradiated by the NIR (808 nm) under different power (0.14,
0.27, 0.41 W/cm2), distance (30, 15, 5 cm) and time (3, 6, 9 s). With the variables monotonic increasing or
decreasing, the electrical signal of (R-R0)/R0 has corresponding changes. For example, under the

irradiation power of 0.14 W/cm2, the value of (R-R0)/R0 is -0.035 and then decreased to -0.279 under the

irradiation power of 0.41 W/cm2. To �nd the reason of resistance decreasing under NIR irradiation, the
real-time change of resistance was recorded by a 7-digit digital multimeter (DMM 7510, Keithley, America)
as the MRFS-30 was continuously illuminated; simultaneously, its temperature was recorded by an
infrared thermal imager (H16, Hikmicro, China) to evaluate the photothermal effect of material. As shown
in Figure 3b, the (R-R0)/R0 only takes 20 s to reach the minimum value of -0.27 with a corresponding
temperature increases from 28.6 up to 80.6 ℃, showing an excellent NIR response. Then, with the
irradiation time increases to 80 s, the (R-R0)/R0 increases from -0.27 to 0 while the temperature further
raises to 107.1 ℃. Similar phenomenon of resistance decreasing is also found in the MRFS-30 being
heated. As shown in Figure 3c, when the MRFS-30 is heated from 28.7 to 48.1 ℃, its (R-R0)/R0 decreases
from 0 to -0.26 and then recovers to 0 when it was cooled to 34.6 ℃. This implies that the resistance
decreasing of the MRFS-30 is related to the temperature rather than NIR. It is well known that temperature
increasing often leads to a resistance increasing for conventional metal materials35, such as platinum36

and silver.1 However, in the MRFS-30, Ag NPs and Ag NFs serve as the main conductive medium which
turn out a contrary result. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) spectrum and SEM image solved
the conundrum as shown in Figure 3d and 3e. Figure 3d evaluates the ionic states of Ag element. The two
main peaks of Ag 3d appear at 374.30 and 368.27 eV, which belong to 3d5/2 and 3d3/2

37, respectively. For
the peak of 3d3/2, two peaks are further deconvoluted at 368.32 and 367.74 eV, which are consistent with

the binding energy of Ag and Ag2O, respectively38, 39. It is noteworthy that Ag2O is a common
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semiconductor with negative temperature coe�cient, namely, resistance decreasing with temperature
rising40, 41. As for the MRFS, in fact, the ACMS with substitution degree of 2.8% (calculated by the integral
of peak areas from H-NMR) cannot enable all the Ag (I) to be completely reduced in the MRFS-30.
Therefore, during the �lm-formation process, partial Ag2O is formed on the surface of rubber �lm when it
contacts with air. The cubic Ag2O with the size at 1 µm can be seen on the top surface of MRFS-30 from

the SEM image in Figure 3e42, 43. After soaked by ammonia solution, the Ag2O was dissolved, causing a

bumpy surface (Figure S21, Supporting Information)44. As a result, the resistance of soaked MRFS-30
without Ag2O no longer decreases with risen temperature but increases with irradiation time from 0 to
2.83 during 70 s (Figure 3f). Contrarily, the untreated MRFS-30 shows a resistance decrease once being
irradiated under NIR irradiation. In summary45, upon NIR irradiation, the nanosilver strongly absorb NIR,
inducing electrons transition to an excited state. At subpicosecond timescales, the electrons scatter,
leading to the redistribution of hot electrons. Subsequently, the heat is transferred to metal lattice by the
electron-phonon coupling, then the temperature of MRFS-30 rises, leading to the resistance decreasing
due to the existence of Ag2O. When the temperature rises to a certain extent (~80 ℃), metallic nanosilver
plays dominant roles in determining the resistance, which causes a continuous increase in the resistance
of the MRFS-30.

Based on the sensitive sensing of MRFS-30, we designed infrared sensors as shown in Figure 3g and 3h.
In Figure 3g, we fabricated an infrared proximity sensor which senses the light re�ected by the human
body (human hand) irradiation from an external infrared source (0.41 W/cm2)46. While the hand closes to
the infrared source, the re�ected light causes the values of (R-R0)/R0 correspondingly descending from 0
to -0.038 during 7.4 s; additionally, with the hand away, no infrared is re�ected on the surface of infrared
proximity sensor, leading to the (R-R0)/R0 increasing accordingly. Furthermore, we tested the sensing of
MRFS-30 for various materials (paper, human hand, rubber glove and iron). Owing to the different
roughness on the surface, the minimal (R-R0)/R0 shows discernible difference during the same time. For
example, the minimal values are -0.030, -0.038, -0.051 and -0.061 for paper, hand, glove and iron,
respectively, showing a �ne sensitivity of MRFS-30. Therefore, the MSRF-30 has a potential application to
alarm system to prevent thieves from invading and distinguish the intruder. In Figure 3h, the infrared
sensor is worn on the blind person body for alarm of proximity danger area which equip a NIR source. As
the blind person close to the danger area (construction site, road, abandoned building and so on) at t= 20
s, the buzzer was alarming and (R-R0)/R0 sharply decreased from 0 to -0.10 to warn the blind person for

danger, reminding him to leave here47.

Subsequently, the photothermal effect of MRFS was further investigated. In Figure 4a, the neat XSBR and
MRFS are illuminated by the 808 nm NIR with a distance of 10 cm and power at 0.54 W/cm2. A series of
MRFS with different nanosilver content shows an excellent photothermal effect. In 40 s, the temperature
of MRFS sharply rises from room temperature to more than 100 ℃. For example, the temperature of
MRFS-30 rises from 24.9 to 143.4 ℃ in 40 s as shown in Figure 4b. Conversely, the temperature of pure
XSBR is almost unchanged which has been maintained at ~25 ℃. We also investigated the
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photothermal effect of MRFS-30 under different power (Figure 4c). Especially, under a 0.82 W/cm2 NIR
irradiation, the temperature rises to 255.2 ℃ rapidly, which chars the paper on the back of the MRFS-30
(Figure S22, Supporting Information). When the NIR irradiation is turned off, the MRFS-30 only takes
102.4 s to cool down to the room temperature. To quantify the photothermal effect, the photothermal
conversion e�ciency (PCE, η) was calculated as following equation48, 49:

η =
hS(TMax − TSurr) − Q0

I

1

Where h is the heat transfer coe�cient (%); and S is the surface area (cm2) of beaker; and TMax and TSurr

are the maximal temperature and surrounding temperature (room temperature: 25.1 ℃), respectively; Q0

is the heat yielded from the solar absorbed by the beaker and the water; I is the effective NIR power
(W/cm2). The detailed method and calculation are shown in Supporting Information and Figure S23. As a
result, the PCE of MRFS-30 is calculated as 78.6%, which is higher than most previously reported work
(containing organic molecules, polymers, and inorganic materials.) for red or infrared light in recent
(Table S2, Supporting Information).

Based on the �exibility, the MRFS-30 can be bended and folded into letter (A, J and N) and number (3, 6
and 8), as shown in Figure 4d. Under a 0.2 W/cm2 NIR irradiation, the thermal images clearly distinguish
the signi�cant shapes. The photothermal effect of MRFS can further extend the application of shape
memory materials in some scenarios without additional heat source. As shown in Figure 4e, the MRFS-30
is twined on the surface of a shape memory alloy (SMA, transition temperature: ~60 ℃) to endow it with
photothermal response. This SMA has no photothermal conversion ability (Figure S24, Supporting
Information). As seen, the permanent shape (heart-8, star and clip) of SMA can be simply recovered under
NIR irradiation (Movie S2, Supporting Information).

To achieve temperature sensor application, we further investigated the correlation between temperature
and resistance. Figure 4f shows the resistance changes at periodic temperature of 30 to 60 ℃ and 40 to
80 ℃. Speci�cally, the MRFS-30 is heated to 60 ℃ by the NIR and then cooled to 30 ℃ spontaneously.
After 400 s, it is heated to 80 ℃ and cooled to 40 ℃. The resistance changes are collected by the 7-digit
digital multimeter (DMM 7510, Keithley, America) simultaneously. Similarly, with the temperature rising
and dropping, the (R-R0)/R0 decreases or increases between 0 at 30 ℃ and -0.13 at 60 ℃, 0.04 at 40 ℃
and -0.25 at 80 ℃, respectively. However, when the cyclic temperature rises at 90 ℃ and 130 ℃, contrary
results are shown in Figure 4g because the more Ag NPs and Ag NFs play dominant roles in in�uencing
the resistance. The risen temperature causes the decreasing of (R-R0)/R0 from 0 at 90 ℃ to 1.22 at 130
℃. According to the unique temperature-resistance response, we investigated the (R-R0)/R0 changes from
room temperature to 107 ℃ as shown in Figure 4h and the temperature coe�cient of resistance (TCR) is
quanti�ed as follows7:
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TCR =
(R − R0)

R0
∙

1
ΔT × 100%

2

Where the ΔT is the temperature change. In Figure 4h, the three linear relationship between (R-R0)/R0 and
temperature can be found. Therefore, three TCRs are obtained: -2.064%/℃ (28.9~ 33.6 ℃), -0.3861%/℃
(33.6~ 71.5 ℃) and 1.616%/℃ (92.2~ 107.0 ℃). Compared with the other temperature sensor in recent
reports (Table S3, Supporting Information), the MRFS-30 shows a more sensitive temperature response
due to the high TCR.

Bene�ting from the wide linear range (33.6~ 71.5 ℃) and outstanding linear relationship, a temperature
sensor is fabricated by MRFS-30 to monitor the changes in the temperature range. Especially, the
temperature variation range of human body is just within the foregoing range, which is instrumental in
monitoring body temperature50. Therefore, we designed a wearable body temperature sensor by using the
MRFS-30 as shown in Figure 4i. To avoid the in�uence of skin humidity, the sensor was sealed by
sellotape and was worn on the surface of arm skin. In Figure 4j, the body temperature is 34.4 ℃ with (R-
R0)/R0 at 0. Rapidly, the (R-R0)/R0 decreases from 0 to -0.12 during 0.5 s (Figure 4k) with the heat source
(hot water at 46.3 ℃) contact with the arm skin. As seen, the temperature sensor shows an excellent
signal stability. In Figure 4l, the (R-R0)/R0 is retained at 0 during 60 s at room temperature. Then it
decreases and keeps at -0.4 during the same time when the sensor is worn on the arm skin, showing a
temperature of 33.3 ℃ (Figure 4m). Since the person has a “fever” (skin temperature: 35.6 ℃), the signal
decreases and steadies at -0.46 (Figure 4n).

2.3 Humidity sensing of MRFS
Figure 5a shows the changes of conductivity of MRFS at various RHs, and the values of conductivity are
summarized in Table S4 (Supporting Information). At the lowest test 33% RH, although the conductivities
of the three samples seem to be close to each other, the conductivity of MRFS-30 is about 56.6 times
(5.56 × 10−3 S/m) that of MRFS-5 (9.82 × 10−5 S/m). This gap is further widened in higher RHs. For
example, the MRFS-30 exhibits the most distinct response to the humidity and its conductivity changes
from 0.00556 S/m at 33% RH to 0.147 S/m at 93% RH almost 26 times. Simultaneously, the MRFS-30
owns the highest conductivity due to the successive nanosilver network and highest Ag content. This
suggests that the MRFS-30 can �nd suitable application in humidity-responsive device51. Table S5
displays the conductivity of the rubber conductive sensor with only 30 wt% Ag NPs, suggesting that the
conductivity is improved by the Ag NFs.

The continuous data collection of resistance was conducted by a 7-digit digital multimeter (DMM 7510,
Keithley, America) in a RH continuously increased from 33–57%, 75% and 93% in sequence, as shown in
Figure 5b. The sample of MRFS-30 was taken out from an oven in which the RH was ~ 25%, and then it
was cut into rectangle with 10×30×0.3 mm immediately. However, during this very short process, the
sample still absorbed a small amount of moisture from the air (RH≈ 70%). When it is placed at 33% RH,
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the small amount of moisture is lost, which make the (R-R0)/R0 increase slowly from 0 to 0.1207 during
the �rst 2100 s at 33% RH (see Figure 5b). When the RH increases from 33–57%, the (R-R0)/R0 sharply
decreases from 0.1207 to 0.1196 during the �rst 0.5 s (inset in Figure 5b, the minimal time interval for
data collection of the 7-digit digital multimeter is 0.5 s). This sharply decrease in resistance lasted 316 s
until the value reached a relative stable stage. Similar situation can be found when the RH changes once
again from 57–75%. The (R-R0)/R0 obviously decreases from -0.4404 to -0.4427 during 0.49 s (Figure
S25, Supporting Information), exhibiting a highly sensitive humidity response. Due to place in the 75% RH
for long time (~3300 s), the MRFS-30 ceaselessly absorbs moisture until saturation, which showed no
signi�cant change when it is transferred into a 93% RH. The picture of saturated MRFS-30 was shown in
Figure S26 (Supporting Information), from which water droplets can be clearly seen on the sample’s
surface. In addition, the brightness of LED is of course stronger with the RH increasing due to the
resistance reduction. Subsequently, we recorded the change of (R-R0)/R0 in successively decreased RH
from 93%, 75%, 57–33%, as shown in Figure 5c. In this case, another sample of MRFS-30 is �rst pre-
placed at a 93% RH until the (R-R0)/R0 did not change. Similarly, the (R-R0)/R0 signi�cantly increases with
the change under ambient humidity. For example, the (R-R0)/R0 increases from 0 at 93% RH to 0.0148 at
75% RH during the �rst 1.23 s in Figure S27 (Supporting Information). However, because the water loss
rate is much greater than water absorption rate, the (R-R0)/R0 continuous increases from 0.005 to 0.091
at the 57% RH and from 0.091 to 0.952 at 33% RH, respectively (Figure 5c).

We compared the response humidity sensitivity of the MRFS-30 with an electronic hygrometer (AR807,
Smart Sensor, China). As shown in Figure 5d and 5e, the MRFS-30 exhibits a more sensitive response
than the electronic hygrometer in a short period of time. For example, it takes 78 s for the electronic
hygrometer to increase the humidity value from 25–26% when it is placed in ambient humidity (~ 60%
RH) from a 50 ℃ oven with 25% RH (Movie S3, Supporting Information, see the data on the screen). It
takes 1984 s to arrive the ambient humidity (~ 58%). However, the time of response to humidity change
for MRFS-30 is only 1 s and achieves the ambient humidity only needed 134 s (Movie S4, Supporting
Information, see the data on the screen). Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, most of reported
humidity sensors is based on inorganic material or natural polymer (cellulose, silk and so on) so that they
are brittle with low elongation at break, limiting the application in �exible and stretchable sensor. Herein,
we compare the time of response to the humidity change and elongation at break by many works in
recent years (detailed information shown in Figure S28 and Table S6). In short, the MRFS-30 shows the
better comprehensive capacity with rapid response and large elongation at break, which is instrumental in
a wide application.

Figure 5f shows the humidity response of MRFS-30 at alternating high RH and low RH (interval residence
time was 120 s). Consistent with the foregoing results, when the sample was placed in a higher humidity
(57%), the (R-R0)/R0 decreased; otherwise, it increased. In addition, the larger humidity difference, the
more obvious value of (R-R0)/R0 is shown, indicating that the MRFS-30 is sensitive for the humidity
change. Based on these performances, we evaluated the prospect of MRFS-30 serving as a core element
of humidity sensor. It is well known that water in the human body is excreted continually through skin
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evaporation and breathing52. Therefore, there is small amount of moisture on �ngers. We �xed the MRFS-
30 on a non-conductive hard plastic to test its response to touching. When the MRFS-30 was touched by
�nger, the (R-R0)/R0 decreased accordingly (Figure 5g). Compared with ambient humidity change, the
decrease is quite small that the (R-R0)/R0 only changed from 0 to -0.07, showing a low detection limit and
high sensitivity. When a rubber glove is worn to prevent the moisture diffusion onto the MRFS-30, the
resistance no longer changes, which con�rms that the resistance change does not originate from the
pressure (Movie S5, Supporting Information). Similar response to blowing is recorded in Figure 5g53. As
soon as the moisture of blowing contacted the MRFS-30, the (R-R0)/R0 rapidly reduced. When we stopped
blowing, the (R-R0)/R0 increased again.

Based on above results, we designed a respiratory detection device through connecting the MRFS-30 with
a mask and software (Figure 6a) to monitor the patient’s physical condition32. When the patient’s health
is in crisis, re�ecting in breathing with uneven intervals, the software records the abnormal breathing to
draw caregiver’s attention and takes the next �rst aid measures. To address this, the respiratory detection
device was �rstly used for monitoring a normal breathing as shown in Figure 6b. Although the trend of (R-
R0)/R0 is decreasing (from 0 to -0.56) owing to the stronger water adsorption, it can be controllable to
balance the water adsorption and loss. For example, after 400 s, the resistance change is stable, and the
respiratory interval is 2.9 s at t= 420 s and 430 s (Figure 6b). While the experimenter takes deep
breathings, the interval increases to 4.5 s at t= 50 s and 83 s (Figure 6c). These results show a respiratory
status of healthy people with steady respiratory intervals. According to these results, a respiratory
detection device was designed to monitor patient’s breathing (Figure 6d). Figure 6e shows the respiratory
condition including healthy and dangerous breathing. In healthy breathing, the constant intervals of
breathing are seen with 2.9 s. In addition, there is dangerous situation in the red zone. The zone I, II and VI
represent the sudden cessation of breathing for duration of 8.6 s, 14.9 s and 20.3 s, respectively; the zone
III and V stand for the condition that patient can only exhale but not inhale for duration of 22.5 s and 13.1
s, respectively; and the zone IV represents abnormal breathing for duration of 20.7 s, which implies the
duration of the patient in crisis. The real-time breathing recording is instrumental in making accurate
judgment for doctor and timely handling the situation in an emergency (such as at home or outdoor). In
addition, the respiratory monitoring can be conducted by the wireless connection with smartphone,
achieving a remote monitoring (Figure 6f). Furthermore, the MRFS-30 can be used to monitor the bodily
perspiration by the wireless connection with smartphone as shown in Figure 6g. Once the water
molecules of perspiration diffuse on the surface of MRFS-30, the (R-R0)/R0 sharply decreases from 0.09
to -0.57 for 57 s. As the MRFS-30 is made into a humidity alarm device, wireless connection with
smartphone, the phone will give an alarm music once the (R-R0)/R0 decreases below the preset threshold.

This can timely inform the caregiver to care for patients to improve their quality of life54.

2.4 Strain sensing of MRFS
We also expanded the potential application of MRFS for strain sensing, bene�ting from the elastic rubber
matrix. To avoid the in�uence of humidity on the strain sensing, we placed the MRFS-30 at the ambient
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humidity (~ 60%) until the resistance was constant. The MRFS was connected to a 7-digit digital
multimeter (DMM 7510, Keithley, America) to gauge the resistance; meanwhile, a tensile machine (U-CAN
UT-2080, Taiwan, China) was set at a constant stretching rate. The schematic diagram of the strain
sensing experimental setup is exhibited in Figure S29 (Supporting Information). Figure 7a shows the
resistance change of MRFS-10, 20 and 30 with the strain increasing. The three samples have an excellent
linearity (dash line). The slopes in Figure 7a, namely the gauge factors (GF = Δ[(R-R0)/R0]/Δε), are 0.527,
0.112 and 0.204 for the MRFS-10, 20 and 30, respectively. This result indicates that the MRFS have a
stable GF in the strain range from 0 to 150%. Herein, we selected the MRFS-30 with better conductivity
and higher GF to conduct further research, namely MRFS-30. The stability of GF was further con�rmed in
Figure 7b that two stretching rates of 50 mm/min and 500 mm/min are applied on the test samples of
MRFS-30. As seen, the two curves almost overlap with the same GF= 0.112, which shows excellent
stability of GF for the MRFS-30 under different stretching rates. Figure 7c shows the cyclic (R-R0)/R0

change (from ~0.08 to ~0.02) by the cyclic stretching at 50 mm/min and 25% strain. Unfortunately, the
(R-R0)/R0 does not return to the initial value ((R-R0)/R0= 0) due to the uncrosslinking state of XSBR

matrix, causing a residual deformation25. However, the accordant changes of (R-R0)/R0 in different circle
suggest the �ne repeatability of MRFS-30 in dynamic sensing. Finally, we show the application of MRFS-
30 for monitoring joint movements, including �nger, wrist, elbow and knee as depicted in Figure 7d, 7e, 7f
and 7g, respectively55. Take �nger bending as an example (Figure 7d). When the angle of the bent �nger
continuously increases (from 0 to 180°) and decreases (from 180 to 0°), the (R-R0)/R0 increases (from 0
to 0.28) and decreases (from 0.28 to 0) correspondingly, presenting peaks-like and troughs-like feature.
The similar results are shown in Figure 7e, 7f and 7g for wrist, elbow and knee.

Finally, similarly with human skin, the MRFS-30 shows an effective antibacterial property (Figure S30,
Supporting Information). By the inhibition zone method56, distinguishable bacteriostatic rings of 3.9 and
15.1 mm are seen from the Escherichia coli (E. coli., Gram-negative bacteria) and Staphylococcus aureus
(S. aureus, Gram-positive bacteria), respectively.

3. Conclusion
In summary, we fabricated a �exible wearable multifunctional sensor with multiple responses to infrared,
temperature, humidity and stain by using XSBR latex, CMS and AgNO3. Firstly, CMS was changed into
water-soluble ACMS, which was used to reduce the AgNO3. Under the morphology-control of PVP, Ag NPs
and Ag NFs were generated. After the �lm-formation, the Ag NPs were uniformly dispersed in the XSBR
matrix, and the Ag NFs stacked to form successive network with “leaf-vein-like” structure. Then, MRFS
was successfully fabricated. The nanosilver endowed the MRFS with photothermal effect (PCE of 78.6%)
and outstanding temperature response (TCR of 2.046%/℃). Furthermore, the MRFS owned a high
selectivity to the NIR with wavelength at 808 nm. Based on above, the infrared proximity sensor and
temperature sensor were fabricated. For infrared proximity sensor, MRFS could be design as a wearable
blind guiding device and distinguished signals from different materials, such as paper, hand, glove and
iron. For temperature sensor, MRFS could be used for monitoring human body temperature, which
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exhibited a rapid sensing of only 0.5 s for temperature changes. Owing to the excellent hydrophilicity of
ACMS and nanosilver, MRFS found application in the humidity sensor was designed, which has a rapid
RH response during the �rst 0.5 s for the RH change and a low detection limit ((R-R0)/R0= -0.07) for small
amount of moisture on human skin. According to the outstanding performance, a respiratory detection
device can be applied to monitor human breathing. Furthermore, bene�ting from the elastic rubber matrix,
the MRFS also serve as strain sensor to accurately monitor the motion of �nger, wrist, elbow and knee. At
last, MRFS exhibited an effective antibacterial property for E. coli. and S. aureus.
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Figure 1
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Characterization of nanosilver formation. (a) UV-Vis spectra of ACMS solution and ACMS/Ag solution.
Insets show the color change with nanosilver formation. (b) and (c) control the morphology by PVP.
Formation of Ag NPs with PVP (b), and formation of Ag NFs without PVP (c), containing 10 wt%
nanosilver in the XSBR/ACMS �lm. (d) Fabrication process of MRFS-30. (e)~ (h) SEM images of cryo-
fractured surface of MRFS-30 in different magni�cation.

Figure 2

(a) Contact angle measurements and photographs of deionized water on the surface of MRFS. (b)
Evolution of water adsorption as a function of time for MRFS at 75% RH. (c) Typical stress-strain curves
of MRFS tested at ambient RH (~ 70%). (d) Young's modulus of MRFS determined from stress-strain
curves. (e) Typical stress-strain curves of MRFS-30 with the weaker mechanical properties with different
place time in the air. (f) Conductivity as a function of Ag content for HSHRF at an ambient RH (~ 70%)
when the resistance did not change. Insets showed the luminescence of LED lamp: LED lamp was not
lighting in open circuit; LED lamp was lighting in HSHRF-10 into the circuit.
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Figure 3

(a) The resistance changes under NIR irradiation in variable parameter (power, distance and time), where
R0 is the initial resistance at t= 0; R is value of resistance change with time. (b) The resistance changes
under NIR irradiation with time. (c) The resistance changes by common heating method and then cooling.
(d) XPS spectrum of MRFS-30. (e) SEM images of the top surface of MRFS-30. (f) The resistance
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changes under NIR irradiation for MRFS-30 soaked by ammonia solution and untreated MRFS-30. (g) and
(h) fabricated infrared proximity sensor for different applications.

Figure 4

(a) Photothermal conversion of MRFS with different nanosilver content under 808 nm NIR (0.54 W/cm2),
irradiation distance at 10 cm. (b) Photothermal images of MRFS-30 and XSBR under 808 nm laser
irradiation (0.54 W/cm2), irradiation distance at 10 cm. (c) Photothermal conversion of MRFS-30 under
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different NIR power (0.41, 0.54, 0.68 and 0.82 W/cm2), irradiation distance at 10 cm. (d) The �exible
rubber �lm can be bended and folded into diverse shapes as well as a photothermal conversion under a
0.2 W/cm2 NIR irradiation. (e) The �exible rubber �lm can be twinned on the surface of SMA to endow it
with photothermal conversion under a 0.82 W/cm2 NIR irradiation. (f) The resistance changes of MRFS-
30 between 30 and 60, 40 and 80 ℃ under a 0.41 W/cm2 NIR irradiation, irradiation distance at 10 cm.
(g) The resistance changes of MRFS-30 between 90 and 130 ℃ under a 0.41 W/cm2 NIR irradiation,
irradiation distance at 10 cm. (h) Relative resistance changes of MRFS-30 upon increasing temperature
from room temperature to 107 °C under a 0.41 W/cm2 NIR irradiation, irradiation distance at 10 cm. (i) A
wearable temperature sensor was fabricated by MRFS-30. (j)~ (k) Monitoring the temperature changes by
contact with heat source (46.3 °C hot water). (l)~ (n) wearable temperature sensor was used to monitor
the body temperature changes for room temperature (l), healthy body temperature (m) and “fever”
temperature (n).
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Figure 5

(a) The conductivity of MRFS at different RH for 900 s. (b) The change of (R-R0)/R0 of MRFS-30 with
time from low RH to high RH. (c) The change of (R-R0)/R0 of MRFS-30 with time from high RH to low RH.
(d) A hygrometer was taken from a 50 ℃ oven with 25% RH, then it was placed in ambient humidity (58%
RH). The RH on the screen gradually changed with time. (e) HSHRF-30 was taken from dry surrounding
with 25% RH, then it was placed in ambient humidity (61% RH). The RH on the screen gradually changed
with time. (f) The cyclic humidity changes between 57% RH for 120 s and 33% RH for 120 s, between 25%
RH for 120 s and 61% RH for 60 s for HSHRF-30, between 25% RH for 120 s and 93% RH for 60 s. (g)
Sensitive response to small amount of moisture on our �ngers. (h) Sensitive response to moisture from
our blowing.

Figure 6
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(a) and (b) Detection of normal breathing with an identical interval. Insert is the design of a respiratory
detection device for an emergency. (c) Detection of deep breathing. (d) A respiratory detection for an
emergency. (e) Real-time monitoring of healthy and dangerous breathing. (f) The respiratory monitoring
can be conducted by the wireless connection with smartphone. (g) and (h) The MRFS-30 can be used to
monitor the bodily perspiration by the wireless connection with smartphone.

Figure 7

The function of strain response for MRFS. (a) Typical relative resistance versus strain curve of MRFS at a
stretching rate of 50 mm/min. (b) Typical relative resistance versus strain curve of MRFS-30 at stretching
rates of 50 and 500 mm/min. (c) Relative resistance variation under the cyclic strain of 0-25%. (d), (e), (f)
and (g) Monitoring joint movement including �nger, wrist, elbow and knee, respectively.
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